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SVALBARD IN DEPTH FROM LONGYEARBYEN

On this extended exploration of the Svalbard archipelago, there
is ample time to enjoy the best of this magical region, a world of
near-endless daylight, where polar bear sightings quicken your
pulse, guillemot cries echo from towering cliffs, and beluga
whales rise from the sea. With extra time for exploration, we
hope to show you some of our favourite places in Svalbard, and
perhaps discover some new ones. Unpredictable conditions are
expected in wild and remote places such as Svalbard, and with
extra time, we can slow the pace of the voyage, linger longer in
quiet bays to enjoy wildlife encounters and return to a place that
was previously not possible. Explore tundra adorned with
wildflowers, keep watch for arctic fox, and discover historical
camps of explorers and hunters. Push through pack ice to find
walrus and bearded seals, and delight in the breathtakingly
beautiful fjords. We don't want you to miss out on anything!

ITINERARY

Day 1 Arrive in Longyearbyen

Having made your way to Longyearbyen, you will be met by a
representative of Aurora Expeditions and transferred to our
group hotel. Upon arrival, you will be provided with Aurora
Expeditions cabin tags for your luggage. Please clearly label the
tags with your name and ship cabin number. Enjoy free time,
and in the evening, dine at your leisure (dinner not included).
Accommodation: Radisson Blu Polar Hotel (or similar)
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Day 2 Embarkation Day

This morning, please ensure your cabin luggage is fitted with
cabin tags clearly labelled with your name and cabin number.
Your luggage will be collected from your hotel and transferred
directly to the port for clearance and delivered to your cabin
ahead of your arrival on board. Please keep any valuables or
personal items with you throughout the day. After a leisurely
breakfast, check-out before enjoying the main attractions of
Longyearbyen town on a locally guided tour. On the drive to
Camp Barentz, located in Advent Valley, your guide will give you
an introduction to Longyearbyen's fascinating history. Once at
Camp Barentz we enjoy a presentation in the large 'lavvo' \- a
traditional building common in northern Norway. You will also
have the opportunity to meet the friendly huskies and perhaps
pick up some souvenirs. A visit to the Svalbard Museum is
included back in town before embarking the vessel in the late
afternoon. After embarkation, settle into your cabin before
attending mandatory safety briefings and enjoy the thrill of
departure as we 'throw the lines' and set sail. Sail out of the
beautiful Isfjorden, escorted by gliding fulmars and perhaps the
occasional puffin. Find a spot in one of the observation areas to
watch seabirds, including graceful ivory gulls, kittiwakes and
guillemots. This evening, get to know your fellow expeditioners,
expedition team and crew at the Captain's Welcome Dinner to
celebrate the start of a thrilling adventure. Note: Sometimes, our
ship is unable to dock in Longyearbyen port due to space and
capacity. In these instances, we use Zodiacs as a shuttle service
between ship and port. Please ensure that you keep your
wet-weather gear in your hand luggage in case this situation
arises. Please ensure your cabin luggage tag is completed,

clearly showing your name and cabin number. Our crew will
deliver your luggage directly to your cabin.

Days 3–14 Svalbard Archipelago

Svalbard offers Arctic wilderness at its best. Our experienced
expedition team will use their expertise to tailor our day-to-day
itinerary, choosing the best options, based on the prevailing
weather, sea-ice conditions and the possibility of encounters
with wildlife. Above the Arctic Circle during the boreal summer,
the sun does not drop below the horizon until late August, so we
enjoy 24 hours of daylight, and more time to explore this
breathtaking part of the planet. Svalbard's phenomenal fjords,
magnificent mountain ranges and polar desert are rich in fossils,
perfectly setting the stage for heroic tales of early exploration.
We may encounter walrus hauled-out on sea ice or wallowing on
beaches. We may seek out towering cliffs noisy with nesting
guillemots and listen to the busy chanting of little auk colonies
protected amongst the scree slopes. With more time than on our
classic Svalbard voyages we plan to reach further afield, we will
attempt to explore the two largest islands in the archipelago;
Spitsbergen and Nordauslandet. We may enjoy the delights
around Barentsoya and Edgeoya that are located in the
Hinlopen Strait, a known polar bear migration route. We plan to
visit the remains of old whaling settlements, old pomor sites,
and enjoy early morning Zodiac cruises. We will encounter
glittering glaciers, keep watch for beluga whales and watch for
ivory gulls. Weather and ice permitting we may sail along the
most northerly point of the Svalbard archipelago, a favoured
spot to a large colony of walruses. We may encounter the mighty
polar bear in its element, in the pack ice. Your expedition team
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is just as keen as you are to find them - we will be on constant
watch to spot these magnificent creatures. If you are
participating in an optional activity such as kayaking, you will
have opportunity to experience the Arctic whenever conditions
allow. For those who are enthusiastic to participate in a polar
plunge, when conditions are perfect, you will hear the
announcement to prepare for an exhilarating dip - a memory to
savour for years to come.

Day 15 Disembark at Longyearbyen

Early morning we cruise back into Longyearbyen for
disembarkation. Farewell your crew and expedition team and
enjoy some free time before transferring to the airport to
continue your journey. Note: We do not recommend booking
flights that depart prior to 12.00 pm on the day of
disembarkation, as we may experience delays at the conclusion
of the voyage.

Please Note:

Itineraries are subject to change.
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YOUR SHIP: SYLVIA EARLE

YOUR SHIP: Sylvia Earle

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

Sylvia Earle made her inaugural cruise in 2022; she honours the
highly accomplished marine biologist, oceanographer and
explorer, Sylvia Earle. As the first female chief scientist of the
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and
named by Time Magazine as its first Hero for the Planet in 1998
- this vessel pays tribute to Sylvia's long standing conservation
efforts for marine protected areas and ocean wildlife. Sylvia
Earle will be actively involved in the development of her
namesake. The streamlined Ulstein X-BOW® cuts through the
swell so you feel fewer vibrations and disturbances, and makes
quicker transits through waves. It also helps reduce fuel
consumption by up to 60%^. Experience the Glass Atrium
Lounge inside the bow, featuring huge windows and superb
views to the front of the ship. In between landings, enjoy the
heated saltwater open air swimming pool and jacuzzis on board
the Sylvia Earle and watch the world go by, or experience our
gym, sauna or enjoy a massage (additional cost) in the
Wellness centre. Sylvia Earle carries many Zodiacs, which you
can board via four dedicated, sea-level launching platforms.
These platforms make boarding the Zodiacs as quick, efficient
and safe as possible, minimising wait times and getting you

closer to the action for longer. Dining One of the most important
parts of any expedition is the food! Whatever adventures the
day holds, you will be fuelled-up with hearty meals and
delicious morning/afternoon teas cooked by our onboard chefs.
Meals are a great time to soak up the expedition camaraderie in
our open seating dining area. Share stories with your fellow
travellers and ask our expedition team questions that may have
come up during the day. Tea, coffee and snacks are available
24 hours a day, and our chefs offer different menu options and
courses for each meal. Enjoy the range of house wine, beers
and soft drinks included with dinner after a long day in the wild.
We also invite you to join your captain and expedition team for
informal Captain's Welcome and Farewell drinks, with
complimentary beverages and cocktail appetisers, followed by a
3 course meal. Responsible Travel We believe that preserving
and protecting the environment is of the utmost importance and
this is reflected in several features of the Sylvia Earle. The Sylvia
Earle will boast one of the lowest polluting marine engines in the
world due to low energy consumption, high fuel-efficiency and a
streamlined design to deliver an 80% reduction in emissions.
The ship can also utilise virtual anchoring to hold its position
using a combination of GPS, steering technology, propellers and
thrusters. This protects the sea floor and minimises the damage
caused by conventional anchors. Compared to Tier
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1 engines.
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP
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PRICING


